Biofilms of Borrelia burgdorferi – Diverse Components
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Figure 1 Single borrelia burgdorferi spirochete - Darkfield image

Figure 2 Biofilm of Borrelia burgdorferi, mainly granular forms, with transition to spiral forms at the edge of the biofilm community, darkfield image
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Figure 3 Biofilm of Borrelia burgdorferi, cell wall deficient forms and granular forms, in a sessile community, darkfield image
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Figure 4 Biofilm of Borrelia burgdorferi, mainly cystic forms in central biofilm region, with spiral forms at the edge of the sessile community, darkfield image
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Figure 5 Biofilm of Borrelia burgdorferi- spiral forms, cystic forms, and cell wall deficient forms, in a sessile community, darkfield image
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